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Abstract
The Internet of Things (IoT) is the next Internet revolution that aims at interconnecting devices that we
use on a daily basis e.g. household appliances, wearables, cars, cameras, and sensors. Enabling the IoT
can be done by introducing new smart devices, or by equipping legacy devices with sensors to accommodate them with smart capabilities. But how secure are these IoT appliances? And why limit yourself
to commercial off-the-shelf devices if you can design and build them yourself?
Our workshop will (1) guide all participants through all steps that are required to build their own Internet of Things enabling embedded systems and (2) give an introduction on the assessment of security
and exploitation of vulnerabilities in embedded systems.
Our, very practically oriented, workshop will consist of a presentation that briefly explains all required
steps to build and assess the security of embedded systems and a guided hands-on lab session in which
all participants will actually program and exploit their own basic, but smart temperature sensor.
The presentation will provide the participants with all the means to design their own IoT-enabling embedded systems and will focus on how to transfer ideas into real plans and designs. We will elaborate
on how to gather information on the required electronics, where to buy them, how to use their
datasheets and we will even teach the audience how they can design, print and test their ideas on selfdesigned PCBs. Topped off with some of our lessons learned and practical tips ‘n tricks, the main presentation will provide the audience with everything they need to know to start building.
The guided and hands-on lab session will even take everything a step further. We will provide the participants with an already assembled version of the smart temperature sensor we have designed during
the presentation and we will go into writing and flashing our own bare-metal ARM firmware.
After we have all successfully created our first embedded system, we will move towards a basic firmware
analysis and exploitation session by flashing our temperature sensor board with custom made, but vulnerable firmware. This will allow us to assess our embedded system by reverse engineering the firmware
with Radare and gdb and exploit it using basic shellcode.

Please note that this workshop is the full version of ‘How to assess the security of IoT enabling embedded systems’, which is also submitted as a 2 hour workshop.

Detailed outline of the workshop
The outline of our workshop with presentations and guided labs will be as follows:
•

Who are we and what will participants learn in this workshop (10 min, presentation)

•

Phase 1: planning, design and assembling – or how to transfer your idea into a real product?
(50 min, presentation and demos):
o

What makes an idea a good idea? What is achievable and what are the limiting factors?

o

How to know which electronics to buy? How to select the most appropriate sensors,
storage equipment and microcontrollers?

•

o

How to read and use datasheets to put all pieces together?

o

How to design and order your own PCB?

o

How to assemble and solder electronics? What are the required tools and equipment?

Phase 2: firmware - or how to program and flash your own bare-metal ARM firmware? (30
min, guided lab session)

•

o

Required tools and equipment?

o

How to find and use external hardware abstraction layers, libraries, etc?

o

How to create and use makefiles?

o

How to connect via serial interfaces to embedded systems?

o

How to flash bare-metal ARM firmware to your chip?

Phase 3: exploitation – or how to assess and exploit embedded systems by reverse engineering
firmware with Radare and gdb? (2h30, guided lab session)
o

What are the typical attack vectors? What are common vulnerabilities in IoT devices?

o

How to dump and analyse firmware?

o

How to use Radare2 and gdb to reverse engineer firmware?

o

How to write basic shellcode to exploit the found vulnerabilities?

o

How to protect against exploitation?

What will the attendees learn?
This workshop will provide the attendees with all required knowledge to (1) start building their own
Internet of Things enabling embedded systems and (2) do basic security assessments of IoT appliances.

List of facilities required
The following facilities will be required to host this workshop:
•

Projection equipment to at least project one laptop at a time (preferably two):
o

One Windows laptop hosting the presentation

o

One Linux laptop used for the guided labs

For each participant, the following has to be foreseen (can also be provided by the instructors):
•

STM32L100RCT6 ARM Cortex M3 development board + USB cable

•

Our custom designed and already assembled victim board

•

Pre-configured USB stick with Linux operating systems and the required tools and files

•

USB to serial adapter (e.g. based on the FTDI FT232RL chip)

Each participant will have to bring the following:
•

Laptop with 3 USB ports and capable to boot via USB

Previous experience
This training have been given for the first time during the BSides LasVegas security conference in
2017. An extended version of this workshop is regularly given internally within PwC for our international colleagues. Next to this, the instructors have a lot of experience with presentations and/or
workshops given at several (international) conferences (BruCON, Hardwear.io, IoTBE, etc.)
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